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Queer Slugs; Sex and Social Identity Study

RESEARCH PROJECT TITLE______________________________________________________

FACULTY RESEARCH SUPERVISOR__________________________________________Phone ________________Office_________
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Brief description of Research Project:

Queer Slugs: interviews with LGBTQ UCSC students about on-campus experiences. Sex and Social Identity Study: interviews and surveys about who and what people are attracted to and why.

Major Responsibilities of Undergraduate Research Assistant:

Queer Slugs: transcribe audio recorded interviews, code transcripts

Sex and Social Identity Study: draft recruitment materials, take interview notes

Prerequisites and Qualifications:

PSYC 100, coursework or other experience understanding gender, race, and sexuality, qualitative methods experience preferred.

Expected length of student commitment: Fall Winter Spring Summer

(If student does not fulfill this commitment, it can be reflected in their narrative evaluation.)

Estimated number of hours per week: with Faculty Research Supervisor 0

with Graduate Research Asst 15 (if applicable)

independently on project 0

Written report will be required: YES NO

Reading List will be assigned: YES NO

Type of Academic Credit Available:

Advanced Developmental Research...Psychology 194A

Advanced Cognitive Research...........Psychology 194B

Advanced Social Research..............Psychology 194C

Number of Undergraduate Research Assistants needed for this project each quarter: ________
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